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A series of recent examples by Dean Neumann. Dennis Pixton, and the 
author 19. IO, 13. 151 of “topologically hyperbolic” stationary points in C”- 
flows. not Locally orbit-conjugate to differentiably hyperbolic stationary 
points, motivate broad necessary conditions on the size of certain Morse- 
theoric canceling diffeomorphisms. These and a theorem of Wesley Wilson 
[ 121 are used to state necessary conditions for a diffeomorphism of the 
coreless solid torus to decompose into two homeomorphisms, each of which 
is extendible onto the core. 
Philip Hartman, Jaco Palis, and others have proven the classic result that 
all differentiably hyperbolic stationary points (eigenvalues of the derivative 
map off the unit circle), with the same stable-unstable splitting, are locally 
orbit-conjugate [3, 121; that is, a local homeomorphism carries orbits near 
one to orbits near the other. Topologically and differentiably hyperbo!ic 
stationary points cannot be distinguished by the natures of their nearby 
ingressing and egressing sets (for definitions see [4]). Courtney Coleman 
conjectured that the two were in fact locally orbit-conjugate. Wilson 
formalized the question as follows [ 171: 
Assume B,,., = Dm x D” is an isolating block [2] of the stationary point 
p = (01 x iO\ in the C”-flow, 4, on Rmf”. So the orbits of ail other points of 
B m,n meet %B,*,. Denote by b+ = t3Dm x D” the ingressing set for #\I?,,,.,: 
and by 6- = D* x 3D” the egressing set [4], 5 = %D’” x r3D” is then the 
external tangency set. Further require that A + = D” X {O} be the set of 
points of B,~, which do not exit B, n 
those points which do not exit B,:,L 
in positive time; A - = {O \ X D” be 
in negative time. Then Coleman’s 
conjecture is that #iB,,, is orbit-conjugate on B,., to the semi-flow #,,, on 
B m.n generated by 
i=-x, XER”, 
and 
j=y, yEIFi”. 
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Let @: (b’\a+)-r (b-\a-), where a+ =A+ nag,,, and a- L 
A-nag m,n, be the “Poincare map” induced by 4; similarly #,,, induces 
CD . In [18] Wilson shows that there exists such an orbit-conjugator on 
B cz if and only if there exist two auto-homeomorphisms h,, h,; [O,l]x 
S”‘X S” 13 such that (i) h, @ = @m,nh2 and (ii) h, and h, are extendible to 
homeomorphisms on [0, I] x S” x S”. It is trivial that if h: B,,, --) B,,, 
carries orbits of Q to orbits of d,,,, h+=hl(b+\a+), andh-=h)(b-\a-), 
then h+@= @m,nh- and h’ (resp. h-) has the extension hlbf (resp. h]b-). 
Wilson used the converse to show that if m or n = 1, such extensions always 
exist; thus 4 (B,,, is orbit conjugate to $,,,. 
Neumann constructed a surprising example on B,,, which is not orbit- 
conjugate to q&, [9]. Pixton has since constructed such examples for all m 
and n > 2 [ 131. Later Neumann established the existence of uncountably 
many orbit-conjugacy classes on B,,, [lo]. 
The “Single Hook” 
In this paper an aspect of these examples is shown to be necessary for 
orbit-conjugacy. This is best highlighted by the “single hook” example on 
B 2.27 w b + z S’ x 5” x [0, l] assumes (u, V, r)-coordinates and b- z 
S’ x [0, l] x S’ assumes (,D, r, V) coordinates. So @J~,~: (u, v, r) F+ (,D, r, v) is 
“nearly” the identity map. r,? = {p E b’: r(p) = r) and r; = {p E b-: 
r(p) = r} are tori, Vr > 0. r: = r: n {p =pO} is a circle for Vr > 0 (u, 
fixed). @ is such that for all r > 0, @(r,‘) = t;, while @y,’ is “hooked”; each 
$7,’ has the following ,u, v-portrait on t;: 
> 
” 
FIGURE 1 
By [19], there exists a flow 4 on B,,, which induces @. As is shown in [ 151 
and similarly in Example 6, Section 6, 4 is not orbit-conjugate to 92,2. The 
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key is that Qi,,, y,’ = y; = t; n {,u = ,uo) is not hooked but is “wide”; that is, 
d(r),/r does not approach zero as r--r 0. Though h- need not carry Cpy: to 
Y ;, in order that h orbit-conjugate # and #2,1, h- must carry y” = 
@(A+)-’ @pz.i(y;) “around the horn” to y;. As a consequence of Theorem : 
of [ 15 J, y: must, for small enough r, “approximate” (in the sense of Section 
2) the hooked portion of @y,*. But then points near a - are moved, by h -? 
large amounts in opposite v-directions; h - cannot be extended continuously 
onto the core, a-. 
In Section 5 it is shown that if there exists a sequence {pi} c b-, with 
r(p,)+ 0, which are local v-maxima of P( (@{p =pO}), and that large relative 
v-movements are required to cancel each pi, then h -- does not have a 
continuous extension onto a -. Such pi have positive “‘depth,” a concept 
given a geometric interpretation in Section 1. In Section 2 the problem of 
canceling special Co-approximations to these deep local maxima is con- 
sidered. 
The concept of “depth” and “width” is discussed in Sections 3 and 4. This 
interesting topic likely has ramifications far from the study of topological 
hyperbolicity. In the case of the single hook, if d(r)/r --P 0 as r+ 0, then 
though y,* must closely approximate @y,‘, 11;” need not “hook” in it- 
coordinates. 
FIGURE 2 
Thus h- may straighten out yp with no relative v-movement. Such a 
“‘single hook” is not “wide.” 
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1. THE DEPTH OF CANCELING DIFFEOMORPHISMS 
In this section the concept of “depth” is develop in a very restricted 
setting: 
N={B=O,O<r< l}cm”=((~,~,z)} 
and 
A?= R3\(z axis). 
Further, M =f(N), where f:L-+J is a C-smooth diffeomorphism, and 
2: J’-+ R is the z-coordinate function. A second @smooth diffeomorphism 
g:J+k’ cancels M if Z( g(M) has no critical points; or @=(g(M)) = 4, 
where %&Y) denotes the critical points of ZIX. For example,f-* cancels M. 
Denote by Can(M), the set of all Cz-smooth diffeomorphisms from ~7 to 
-4’ which cancel M. Let 
lIgllz= ,“:g {Iz(dP))--z(P)ll 
be the z-size of g. Then 
is the depth of M. That M does not contain 34 allows for some M to have 
intinite depth. 
ASSUMPTION. Throughout it will be assumed that f is such that ZIM is 
Morse [ 151. 
For our uses in later sections f may be perturbed so as to satisfy this C2- 
generic condition. An interesting question is whether the theory of this 
section, in particular Theorem I, still holds for non-Morse Z/M. 
Let $, be the flow on M tangent to grad(ZjM). For all pO E %?TZ(M), 
Ws(po) = (p E M: gr(p) +p,, as t -+ 03 } is the stable manifold of pO. The 
unstable manifold of pO, W’(p,), is the stable manifold of pO under the flow 
$-I. Denote 
W(po,z)= 1PE wP,):z(P)>zl 
= W(p,) n z-‘[z, co). 
BW(p,, z) is the boundary of W(p,, z) in the M-subspace topology. 
wU(p,, z) is similarly defined. 
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If p0 is a local maximum of Z( M, the level curves of Z jltl near p0 are 
differentiably imbedded circles. For a lesser value of z, ?W(p,, z)\?M 
contains a saddle. The following is useful: 
LE~bf.4 1. If pO is a local maximum of Z/M and 2 < ZQ,), 
~z(i3FVs(p,, zj)\Z-‘(z)\t?M= $ if and only $ [2W(p,, 2)\2M] c Z-‘(z). 
ProoJ Left as an exercise. 
Let zl(pO) = min{z’ < Z(p,): t/z’< z < Z(p,), c~W~(P,, z) c Z-‘(z)/ and 
let y1 = aIP(p,, zl(p,,)). That this minimum is attained is a simple 
topological argument. If pO is a local minima, zl(pO) is analogously defined 
as a maximum. If 9z(y,) = $, then by Lemma 1 there exists p E r1 fi 34 
which cannot be a local maxima. It is assumed that for all d > 0, a carefully 
constructed diffeomorphism g: ~?‘a, which increases the z-coordinate of p 
by i(Z(p,) - z,(p,,)) + A while reducing the z-coordinate of pu3 by 
4(Z(PO) - Zl(PO))~ in effect cancels pO against %b4; that is, no new critical 
points are formed while P=(M)\{p,}\{ p} is fixed and Pz(g(M)) = 
%?“@4)\{ pO I\( p} (71. Actually, these critical points, if they lie on regions of 
ICI which are folded tightly back on pO and 13, may be forced to move as 
critical points. This diffuclty will be referred to below. 
Saddle Types 
The configuration of 34 c-.I may be quite involved. A saddle q0 E ;‘i is a 
type A saddle of p,, if a sufficiently small disk, D c M, intersects y1 in a 
(topologically) imbedded arc; otherwise, q0 is type B and D P ~‘i is an “X.” 
A useful distinction to be made is that W(g,, zi(pO)) contains the 
unstable manifolds of all type-B saddles but only “half’ the unstable 
manifolds of the type-A saddles. 
A type-A saddle, q,,, of PO is linked if Cl[ ~~(qO)/W”(p,)] n Z-‘(F) # d, 
where Z= fZ(p,) + Z,(p,)). Such is the case of q0 in Scheme 2. We will 
assume that for small A > 0, there exists a diffeomorphism g: -42 such that 
(i) the z-size of g is $(Z(p,) - zl(pO)) + A3 (ii) g= ida off an open 
neighborhood %’ of p,, in . .&. (iii) P n Fz(A4j = { pu} U jq0j3 and (.i;lf 
qz( g(U no R’) = 4 [ 151. So g cancels pO against q,, by “lowering” pO by 
$(Z(p,,) - z,(pO)) f A (in z-coordinate) while “raising” 4 by 
f(Z(p,) - zl(pO)). Again, M may be so severely folded back on itself near yti 
that condition (iii) cannot be satisfied by any g. However, for our purposes it 
will always be possible to first push these folded regions of M aside by a 
diffeomorphism of J? which preserves Morse indexes. The z-size of this 
diffeomorphism may always be taken less than {j g]/, . It is assumed then that 
such preliminary unfolding has been done, a priori, and that such g exist for 
all type-A linked saddles. Other folding complications to come are treated 
similarly. 
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FIG. 3. Level curves of ZIM. 
FIG. 4. g, is “linked’?. 
If q. is type A but not linked, either 
(i) [ wU(q,)\W(p,)] n W’(J?) # 4, wherep is a local maximum such 
that z~(PJ < WI < Z(P,>, 
(ii) [FV’(qO)\Ws(p,)] f7 W(g) # 4, 4 a saddle such that zl(pO) < 
-WI < Z(P,), or 
(iii) CI[?P(q,)] ntM# 4. 
If (i) is the case, J? is a secondary maximum of pO. In case (ii), the “saddle 
connection” [ 11, 141 may be broken by a small perturbation with small 
support anywhere along W”(g,)\[“(p,). To simplify the following 
discussion, it is assumed that such saddle connections have been broken a 
priori. Theorem 1 is proven by first assuming no saddle connections and then 
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D 
FIGURE 6 
arguing that these may be reconnected without altering the result. If (iii] is 
the case, q,, may be canceled against 3M similarly as before. These saddles 
are also linked. 
Assume now that q,, is a type-B saddle of pP and that 
E’z(8WS(p,, zx(pO)) = {qo}. Then y, = 3WS(p,, z,(p@)) is the union (or 
wedge [S]) of either (i) two topological arcs each having their endpoints ir! 
&V, (ii) one such arc and a circle, or (iii) two circles (as in Figs. 5 and 6j. 
If (i) is the case, then for all z,(p,) < z < Z(p,>, I’, separates 8Wr(y,, t) 
into two components. Thus case (i) is eliminated. In case (ii), by the Jordan 
Curve Theorem [5] applied to M, the circle component of y, bounds a disk 
in M. This disk is a weZZ of qa and is denoted by W(qJ. Similarly in case 
(iii), both circle components bound disks. In this case, the inner disk is a 
well of g, . 
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FIG. 7. Type-B saddles. 
Wells may contain a variety of critical points including local maxima 
having z-coordinates greater than Z(p,). If I’, contains several type-B saddles 
then associated to each is a disk bound by a circle component of y, . Each of 
these disks is a well. All wells have the property that 32Y( g,) c Z-‘(z) for 
some z. Denote by well,(p,) the union of all wells associated to type-B 
saddles on yr. 
LEMMA 2. W(p,, zl(p,,)) U well,(p,) is null-homotopic. 
ProoJ: Left as an exercise. 
The. z-extent of a path-connected set XC M is Z- _z> where 
Y= sup,,,{Z(p)} and _z = inf,,, {Z(p)}. For all wells, %/(qO), the alternating 
sum of the Morse indexes of S?=(int 7Y(g0)) is 1, [8]. Since q. has Morse 
index -1, for all d > 0, there exists a diffeomorphism g: La such that 
]/ g]lz < max{F - Z(q,), Z(q,) -z) + A, where Z(W(q,)) = [.5, z], which 
cancels the critical points of Z] (int ‘W(q,)) against qo, 
In the proof of Theorem 1 to follow, type-A and type-B saddles, linked 
saddles, and wells will be formed in other manners. These will live at the 
boundaries of “multi-stable” manifolds of p,,. Analogous definitions are 
given for local minima. 
The Geometry of Depth 
If dep M < co and gz(M) is finite, then it will follow that there exist two 
critical points p, and p2 such that Z(pl) - Z(pz) = 2 dep M. However, if 
g ~&?a cancels M, it does not follow that Zg(p,) < Zg(pz). For all canceling 
g there exist other diffeomorphisms h: X13 such that hg(M) = g(M) but h 
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carries g(pr) and g(p,) to any prescribed z-levels. The conclusion of 
Theorem 1 in this case is that M contains a path-connected set X with z- 
extent = 2 dep M such that 3X c ZPi (z), some z. 
By an m-pointed star at p E M is meant the union of in closed arcs of 
finite length, each pair of which have p and only p in common at one of their 
endpoints. p itself is a O-pointed star at p. 
.THEOREM 1. If dep M < co, then for all 6 > 0, there exists a closed 
path-connected subset X” c M rvith z-extent > 2 dep M - 6 such that 
8Xc Z-‘(z) for some z. 
If dep M = 00, then for all N > 0, there exists a closed path-conneaed 
subset XN c M with z-extent 2 N such that aXV c Z-‘(z) j5r some z. 
P~OCJJ Assume dep M < co, that 6 > 0 is given, and that all saddle 
connections of ZIM have been broken, a priori, by g,: ~?a. The complete 
nature or g, is to be specified after Xs is found. 
As Morse singularities. the local extrema of Z M> { pii, are isolated and 
thus countable, [8]. About each pi, a collection of nested path-connected 
closed sets, {Xk(pi) c M), are constructed by successive extensions of 
W(pi). This construction process is described for the local maxima, the 
process for local minima being analogous. 
Because dep M < co, for all i, z,(pi) is finite. Denote by 
y; = 31V’(pi, zl(pi)). By Lemma 1, if yi f3 3M = $- yi contains at least one 
critical point of ZIM. In such cases, W’(p,) is an extension of W(pi) by 
set-union with the following neighboring sets: (i) the stable manifolds of all 
elements of ‘;“Z($,): (ii) all associated wells, (iii) the stable manifolds of all 
secondary maxima. These sets will be referred to as the “neighboring 
manifolds.” Let F(pi,z)= [Ws(pi,z)nZz-‘(2 oo)~Uwell,(p,). Other 
sets, Y(p, z) are similarly defined from Y(p). 
Let fi. = 2f@(pi, z,(p,)). Saddles of T, are classified as type A or type B, 
linked or non-linked saddles of pi, analogously as before; Ti takes the piace 
of $, . 7; is also used to define wells. These new wells arc included in 
well,(pJ Again, @(p,, z,(pj)) U well,( pi) is null-homotopic. 
If Fz(y,\?/l:) # I$, @(pi) is again extended by set-union with the 
neighboring manifolds. The new extension is again called p(pi) and the 
process repeated. If some extension encounters no new critical points on i”; ~ 
then by repeated application of Lemma 1, s cZ-‘(zl(pi)). Let CV:(pi) = 
bp(pi) and X,(pi) = Wi(pi, Z,(pi)). 
Now iet zz(pi) = min(z’< z,(pi): VZ< z < z,(pi)? aW;(p,,Z) c Z-“(z); > 
-co. Either 11: =L3W:(pi,r,(pj)) meets %M or yi, contains new critical 
points. These cannot be local minima; all minima lie on wells. The new 
critical points are designated type A, B, or linked. Wells are defined using 
each JJ:. Again, neighboring manifolds are attached until W(pi) and Xz(p,j 
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are formed. If possible, the process is repeated forming z3(pi), y: , W;(p,), 
X3@,), zd(pi),**.. Note that if i#j, X&J and Xk(pj) need not be disjoint. 
Since the boundary of each well is contained in a z-level, 3X,(pi) c 
Z-‘(zk(pi)). Thus if for some i and k, X,(p,) is well-defined and has z- 
extent > 2 dep A4 - 6, then X8 = X,(pi). If some extension pk(pi, zk(pi)) is 
such that a~~(pi, zk(pJ) is contained in a z-level, and the z-extent of 
@(Pi, zk(Pi)) h as z-extent > 2 dep M- 6, this extension is X’. 
There are two ways in which not all X,(p,) are well-defined by this 
process for all i and k. In both cases it is shown that for some i either all 
X,(p,) are well-defined or there exists K such that the z-extent of X,(p,) > 
2depM-6. 
First, assume for all i there exists K(i) such that J&~, f’ ~3 E M # 4 but that 
the z-extent of XKCi, _ [(pi) < 2 dep M - 6 and furthermore that 
z(Pi> - ‘K(i) ( 2 dep M - 6. Then as in the case when K(i) = 1, each pi may 
be cancelled against 3M through a succession of secondary maxima. In the 
process wells may be canceled against type B saddles. The z-size of such a 
canceling diffeomorphism can be chosen less than i(Z(pJ - zKci,) + d/4. All 
critical points of A4 then may be canceled by a diffeomorphism with z-size 
less than dep ikf, a contradiction. We now restrict to those pi for with either 
there exists K such that XK(pi) has z-extent > 2 dep M - 6 or for which for 
all k, yi, CT &I4 = 4. 
Second, denote by @i(p,), the successive extensions of Wi(pi) at the 
z,(p,)-level., Assume that for _a11 (remaining) i, there exists K(i) such that 
Q: = %‘Z[w&(i)(Pi, zR(i)(Pi)>\w~~ij(Pi~ zKcij(pi))] # 4. And further that for 
all j, the z-extent of @&i,(pi, Z,,,,(p,)) < 2 dep M - 6. If for some i and j, 
Q: contains a linked saddle, then each pi may be canceled as before, and all 
critical points of it4 may be canceled by a g having z-size < dep M, a con- 
tradiction. 
So consider only those i for which all Q{ are devoid of linked saddles. For 
fixed i, a diffeomorphism g = g, g, g, g, g,: JY~ with z-size < dep M, which 
cancels pi against 3M is now constructed. Each Q{ being non-empty, and the 
critical points of ZIM being isolated, 9z(@‘i) is infinite with cluster points on 
3M, here fii = Uj,O @ici,(pi, z Kcij(pi))). Further, pi is null-homotopic by 
a repeated application of Lemma 2. 
Assume Z( Gi) = [z, Z]. g, : &?a carries the z,(i,-level on mi to the 
zO = +(I+ z) level. This may be done while preserving all ongoing 
assumptions about Q{ and pi. 
g,: -4’2 “raises” all regions, { g,( @J f7 Z-’ [z, zO] } to the z,-level while 
fixing g,( fii) f7 [zO - E, Z], some small e. 
Let mf = g, g,(qi). It may be assumes that g, is such that gz(@f fl 
[z,, -E, F]) = G$.(qi n [z,, - a, F]), that ZJ @F is Morse, and that g, g, has 
preserved all Morse indexes. tif is null-homotopic and is the union of disks, 
{D[} such that (i) D,n 0; is either empty or a single type A saddle of some 
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FIGURE 8 FIGURE 9 
maximum, (ii) aD, c Z-‘(z,), and (iii) cYD, = 8 l?tf. g,: .A’3 fixes apf but is 
such that @ = g, fiy c Z-‘(z,). So tif is the union of disks contained in 
the z,-level each having only a finite number of points in common with other 
disks. Call these disks {D[} as well. 
Let e, be those points of aD, in common with other disks of ID)). g,:llz~ 
has very small z-size, fixes {e,}, but is such that for all I, g,(D,) n Z-‘(z,) is 
a (#e&pointed star. Furthermore, the critical points of @ =g, @i all lie on 
the z,-level, all such critical points are degenerate, and all “loose” arcs are 
canceled. For example the l-pointed star formed by collapsing B of Fig. ii 
may be canceled by “tilting” slightly. 
Graph-theoretically, pf n Z-‘(z,) is the union of two %ees” having one 
point in common [6]. As such, @ nz-‘(z,) may be oriented, each tree 
“oppositely,” as shown in Fig. 12. 
g,: .Hy,~: which also has very small z-size, “tilts’Y @‘f in the direction of 
orientation. g, thus cancels mf. The z-size of g as constructed is slightly 
larger than half the z-extent of qi. Thus jl g/l, < dep M. All of M cannot be 
canceled in this manner; thus for some i, no such K(i) exists. We will restrict 
our discussion to these i. 
Assume that for all i, {Xk(pi)} are well-defined but that if di is the limit of 
the z-extents of these X,(pi), Ai < 2 dep M - 6, for all i. These limits, lli, 
always exist since for each pi, (X,(p,)} are nested. Again there are two 
cases: 
First, assume that for each i there exists K(i) such that for all k > K(ij, 
zk(pi) = zK(pi). So for all z < zK(pi), aWk(pi) & Z-‘(z). Since Wk(piz) is 
compact, 5YZ( Wk(p,,, z)) is finite. Thus there exists zO < z&pi) such that 
gz( lVK(pi, z,)\W~(piz,)) = #. Let p E 8WS,(pi, z~)\Z-~(Z,). Then p lies on 
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FIG. 10. g, gl(@J. 
FIG. 11. Possible view of fif on the z,-level. 
a separatrix of grad(ZIM) ( see [4] for definitions). Since Z\h4 is Morse, 
p E W(q) for some saddle q E aWi(pi, zK(pi)). Since only “half’ of every 
neighborhood of p is contained in Ws(pi), q must be type A. Furthermore, q 
must be linked; otherwise Ws(pi, zK(pi)) has a neighboring manifold. q 
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FIG. 12. An orientation for f iy n Z-‘(z,). 
being linked, there exists a diffeomorphism which cancels pi through q with 
z-size < dep M. So for some i, such K(i) cannot exist. 
Second, assume for all remaining i that z k+ I(pi) < Zk(pi) for all k. Briefly, 
each critical on M may be perturbed in z-coordinate by a diffeomorphism 
which preserves Morse indexes, saddle types, and holds all other critical 
points frxcd. Since the limit II; exists and is finite, there exists for all i, 
zo(pi) = lim,,, z,(p,). Let K(i) be such that for all k > K, z,(p,) - z. c; 6/4. 
Then there exists a diffeomorphism g:.A’a such that Ij g/Ii < 5/4 and for ali 
k> K, g[%(aX,(Pi))] cZ-‘(Z,). S ince for each k, ~z(i?X,c,\a;Erk(pi)) # 4, 
the z,-level of g(M), which is now also z,-level, contains an infinite number 
of critical points. Now g(pJ is a local maximum for which zK+ r(g(p,)) is 
not well-defined; and the z-extent of each ~~(g(pi), zK(pl)j < 
2 dep g[M) - 6/2. B ecause jl gj[, < 6/4, dep g(M) > dep M - 6/4. Thus JJi 
itself may be canceled as before by a diffeomorphism similiar to 
gsg4g3gzg1* It may be conclude that for some i, there exists K such that 
either the z-extent of X, or the z-extent of pK(pi, Z&J!)) > 2 dep M - 6. 
Whichever has this property is the desired X*. 
Every broken saddle connection in X8 contains points far from &I? and 
far from any extrema on X’. The support of g, may be assumed to be far 
505/43/3-l 1 
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from aX* and these extrema. Thus go ‘(X”) is the desired set if ZIM has 
saddle connections. 
The case of dep M > -co is shown analogously. 
COROLLARY 1. If dep M < co, then for all 6 there exist two critical 
points p, and p2 of Z IM such that (Z(pJ - Z(p2)1 > 2 dep M - 6. 
If dep M = a, then for all N > 0, there exist two critical points p1 and pz 
of ZIM such that IZ(p,) - Z(p,)l > N. 
ProoJ: Either both p1 and p2 are extrema of X* (resp. X”) or one is an 
extremum and the other a saddle point of 3X’ (resp. ax”). 
2. CANCELING APPROXIMATIONS TO M 
A path-connected 2-dimentional Co-submanifold ii?i CJY E-approximates 
M for given E if 
(i) f-‘(@)fT{r< l}c~Vf(N) 
and 
(ii) for all p E N, f [n!(p)] n a # 4. 
Here, n!(p) = {q EM: r(g) = r(p), --E < 0 < E, z(q) = z(p)} and for any set 
Y~N,~:(y>=U~piv 71,8(p). This second condition means that fi approx- 
imates every point of M in a strong “radial-like” sense. 
A homeomorphism g: &J cancels a B”-submanifold P of J? if g(P) is a 
C2-smooth submanifold and Zg(P) has no critical points. The z-size of g or 
II gl), is defined as for diffeomorphisms. 
THEOREM 2. There exists E > 0 such that if i@ c-approximates M and g 
cancels M, then II g((, > dep M/8. 
ProoJ Let 6, = dep M/ 16. By Theorem 1, there exists X = X80 c M with 
z-extent > 2dep M- 6, such that aX c Z-‘(z,), some z,,. There exists a 
global extremum of ZIX, po, such that I Z(p,) - zO) > dep M - 6,. p. is 
assumed to be a maximum, the proof for p0 a minima being analogous (use 
-Z). Let 40 =f - ‘(PO), Y =f -l(x), ZfNS(r> = (a, b), and 
zf~,B(qcJ = (G 4. 
Choose E small enough that c - b > dep M/2 - 6,. Assume that a E- 
approximates M and that g cancels ii?. By condition (ii), there exists a 
component C of ii?nfMz( Y) such that C nfnz(q,,) # d. Since C contains a 
point with z-coordinate in (c, d), the global maximum of ZI C, pl, is such 
that Z(p,) > C or Z(pl) -b > dep M/2 - 6,. 
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Since C f?f[LWf(N)] = 4, X cfLV’-~(W). Let p2 be the global maximum 
of ZI C. So Z(pJ E (a, b). Since g cancels fi, Zig(C) has no critical points 
off g(X). Thus the global maximum of Z}g(C), sr? is an element of g(X), 
and Zdp,) < Zh>. 
There are two cases. First, if Z(s,) - Zg-‘(sl) > [Z(pl) - Z(p,)]/2, then 
since Z(p2) < b, 
zts,> - W’h> 2 %4-b >’ depM ___- 2 2 ( 2 
6 
0 1 > 
-. de04 
8 
On the other hand, if 
W,) -a-w < Z(PJ -Z(Pz) 2 i 
then 
Z(P,) - Zg(pJ > Z(Pl) - Z(s,) 
> z-p,) - 
[ 
zg-‘@) + z(pl); Z(pz) 
( 11 
= ZCP,) + Z(P*) 
2 
- zg-'(s,). 
But since Zg-‘(s,) < Z(pz) ( 6, 
Z(Pl) - Zgtp,) > 
Z(P,)-Zz(p,) > Z(P,)-b > de04 
2 2 
-. 
8 
In both cases ]] g]lL > dep M/8. 
It will be useful to expand this result slightly: Let N, = {O < r < s, 0 = 0) 
and let MS =f (N,). Then &f &-approximates MS if 
(i) f-'(~ntO<r<S}CJlr~(Ns) 
and 
(ii) for all p E N,, f?rz(p) n j@ # 4. 
The definition of dep M, being analogous, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 1. For all s there exists E > 0 such that $fi e-approximates 
M, and g cancels li?, then (/ gllz 2 dep M,/8. 
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3. DEEP AND WIDE 
Since s > t implies that M, 3 M,, if g cancels M,, g cancels M,; dep, M> 
dep M,. M is deep if 
d(M) = Fz dep M, > 0. 
The width of M, or wid M, is the supremum over all E’S which satisfy the 
condition of Corollary 1: 
wid M, = sup 
I 
E in R : if ii? z-approximates M, and 
dep MS g: Jr3 cancels li?, then 11 gllL > 8 
I 
. 
By Corollary 1, wid M, > 0 for all s. M is wide if 
w(M) = lim [inf wid M,] > 0. 
s+m s 
The examples to follow dispay a variety of possible values of d(M) and 
w(M). In each example f is r-preserving. A sequence {si-+ O)iEz+ c R is 
fixed. On each strip Ms.@si+, =Jnsimsi+l, there exist just two critical 
points, a local maximum, pi, and a linked saddle, qi, (as in Fig. 4). 
Xi = W(p,, ZQ,)), Yi = f - ‘(Xi), and di = the z-extent of Xi. It is assumed 
that Xi cMsi\Msi+,. So d(M) = lim,,,, di. f is such that for all small E > 0 
and all i, {z-extent of f [Hl(aYi)]}/di is negligible. The key difference 
between each example is in how the {di} and the z-extents of each f [nz(qi)] 
(where pi =f (qi)), vary as i+ to. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
for 
d, = 1 and di = 0, i > 1. So dep MS, = 1 while dep Msi = 0 
all i > 2. Thus d(Mj = 0. However, though wid(MJ is finite, wid M, is 
infinite for all s > s,. This because the z-size of any canceling 
homeomorphism is positive. The w(M) is infinite; M is wide but not deep. 
EXAMPLE 2. A small perturbation of example 1 has all di > 0 but 
d(M) = 0 while w(M) = co. 
rc,“(gi) naturally assumes @coordinates. In fact since qi E N, f9(qi) = 0 for 
all i. In the next examples, 
f is assumed to be such that a, = 1. 
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EXAMPLE 3. d, = 1, di+i =jd; and ai = 1 for all i > 1. The key to 
whether a given E is less than wid iVfsi is the separation in R between 
ZjYz(8Yi) = (a,, bJ and Zf7cf(tji) = (ci, e,); in the proof of Theorem 2, E is 
chosen such that ci - bi < di,2. In this example because C(i is fixed at I for all 
i, the size of sufficiently small E and hence wid Msi is forced to zero by 
{di+ 0). The {di} in a sense “dominate” the (wid MTi}. This w(IM) = 0; M is 
neither wide nor deep. 
EXAMPLE 4. di = 1 for all i, but ai+ i = 2a, for all i > 2. This successive 
doubling of the z-extent of j5z(qi) forces wid Msi toward zero as i -+ rx) ~ In 
this case, d(M) = 1 but w(M) = 0. M is deep but not wide. 
EXAMPLE 5. di = $di+i for all i, but the sequence of Q;S is (1, l/16, 1% 
(1/16)3, 1, (1/16)5 ,... }. B ecause the (di} drop off so quickly, an ii? must 
closely aproximate that Xi with greatest z-extent in order to force a canceling 
homeomorphism to have z-size > dep M,,J8 = di/8. The large oscillations in 
iui} mean that the requirement on these ri? oscillates as well; so wid M,. also 
oscillates. In fact, limi,oc, wid Msi does not exist. For this M, {di} dommate 
the lim,,, inf, wid M,; M is neither wide nor deep. 
4. THE DEPTH AND WIDTH OF FOLIATIONS 
A codimension-1 C-foliation, F, of a C’-smooth 3-manifold, P3, is a 
collection of leaves, {IF], such that for ail p E P’, there exists an open 
neighborhood P c P3 about p and a C-smooth diffeomorphism k: p--f I?’ 
such that {k(l,n %)} = {z = const) n k@). Such a k is called a foliation 
chart at p. Near each p, F appears as a stack of planes. 
.F? = {B= const} is a codimension-1 C”-foliation of -&a Let R, = 
(0 < r < s} c IM. Then g = 5? n R, is a C”-foliation of R, and gX =fls is a 
Cm-foliation of f(R,). 
Denote by Z,(p), the leaf of .F containing p. Given two codimension-1 
foliations F and F of P, the contact set of F and 5 or Con(FY F) = 
{p E P: Ix(p) is tangent to IF(p) at p}. p E Con(F, F) is a Morse contnct 
point of Com(F, F’)- if there exists a foliation chart k for X at p such that 
Zlk(Zg(p)) has a Morse singularity at p. (Here again 2 is the z-coordinate 
function.) 
The Generic Contact Theorem of [ 161 has the following consequences: 
there exists an arbitrarily C’-small isotopy of the identity, h,:Ja such that 
(i) Con(h,F, Y) is the union of isolated circles, 
(ii) On each circle, all but a finite number of points are Morse, and 
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(iii) the points p of these circles which are not Morse are not extrema 
of Z/k&(p)) for any foliation chart k for X at p. 
h,F and .Y are said to have generic contact. 
The depth of K or dep 6 = SUP~~,S dep r 
A Co-foliation, F, e-approximates 3 if for all leaves IE K, there exists 
a leaf TEE such that r s-approximates r A homeomorphism g: &a 
cancels F if for all IE F, g cancels 1. 
COROLLARY 2 (to Theorem 2). Assume 5 has generic contact with 
{z = const}. Then there exists E > 0 such that $fsr e-approximates z and g 
cancels .F, then 11 g((, > dep#Jl6. 
Proof. There exists &, E z such that dep % > $ dep E. Since the 
singularities of Zll, which are not Morse are not local extrema (by (iii) 
above), Theorem 1 may be extended to include such 5. Similarly the proof 
of Theorem 2 goes through by simply ignoring these non-extrema. Thus there 
exists E such that if r e-approximates &, and g cancels & )I g/l, > dep 1”,/8 > 
depz/16. If F s-approximates z and g cancels F, then g must cancel 
such an 1 Thus 1) gl(, > dep K/16. 
Remark. This generic-contact assumption on E cannot be dropped: For 
if 6 is chosen as above but then closely C’-approximated by an I’, such that 
ZI g is Morse, then regardless of how small E is chosen, a leaf r which E- 
approximates & may not necessarily s-approximate g. 
The width of z or wid z = inrE$% wid l Again if t < s, dep 5 < dep 8, 
F is deep if d(X) = lim,,, depz > 0. E is wide if w(F) = 
lim,,, inf, wid(E) > 0. Deep does not imply wide nor vita versa. 
Solid Tori 
The topological hyperbolicity theorem to follow requires the extension of 
these results on &Y to coreless solid tori. Let T, = (0, s) X s1 x S’ have coor- 
dinates {(r, p, v)} let x: R, + T, be the projection z (r, 19, z) t-+ (r, ,a, v). 
Denote by K the foliation of T,, {,u = const } n T,, and 
K={v=const}f3T,. So X&Q=% and z{z=const}nR,=q. For 
@: T1a a C*-smooth diffeomorphism, & = @g. Let E be such that 
<= 6. Then the depth of & or dep 6 = dep K, and the width of 3 or 
widz = widz. That these are well-defined is left to the reader. F E- 
approximates jT if there exists a foliation F’ of J such that x(.9-‘) =g 
and F’ e-approximates z. g cancels F if g(a is a C2-smooth foliation 
such that for all leaves I E g(a, v I g(l) has no critical points. 
6 has deep contact with 4 or Con(&,q) is deep if d(T) = 
lim,, dep K > 0. So Con(j7;, e) is deep if and only if $ is deep. 
Con(-) 4) is wide if lim,,, inf, wid K > 0. 
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COROLLARY 3 (to Theorem 2). If Con@, e) is generic, then for all 
s > 0, there exists E > 0 such that ifF e-approximates .e and g cancels ..F 
then /i g/j, > dep YJ16. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 2. 
5. THE TOPOLOGICAL HYPERBOLICITY THEOREM 
Denote by &: the foliation of Tz = {p E b+‘,a’; r(p) < r) by the 
punctured disks, {,u = con&} n T, . + The leaves of &‘J are denoted &,f (p). 
97 foliates T: by the boundaryless annuli, {V = const) n T:. 53’; has 
leaves, {.9~(v)}. JJ; foliates T; by annular leaves {,&;@)J, 9; by the 
punctured disks, (9;(v)}. The poincare-map, GzP2, of the standard example 
carries each &,‘@j to &;@j, 9:@) to Bib). 
Given E > 0, NE &\t&) = {p E b+ : 9, - .s < p(p) < puo + s j, Similarly, 
,+‘“:(9;(~,,)) = {p E b-: v0 - E < v(p) < v,, + E). Theorem i of [ 151 may be 
restated for our purposes: 
THEOREM 3 (Walker, [ 151). If the homeomorphism h: B2,? -+B2,2 curries 
orbits of 4 to orbits 0f4~,~, then for all E > 0, there exists re such that for all 
r<rE,p,andv, 
(i) (h+)-’ &‘:(,a) cu~~~‘~zf’;‘[(ht)-’ (u)? 
and 
(ii) h-g;(v) cN~A?;[h-(v)]. 
The “Poincare’ map”, @: (b+\a+) 3 (b-\a-) can be decomposed into 
@ = d>@p;V2 where &: (b-\a-) is a dl&$eomorphism. Thus, that 
Con(@ &‘+,.A!?-j is deep or is wide are well-defined notions: similarly for 
Con(@-Id-, s+). 
THEOREM 4. If 4 is orbit-conjugate to q& then Con(@J+, s-) and 
Con(@-‘.d-9 9’) are neither deep nor wide. 
Proof. Proof. Let h: B2,2-+ B,,, be a homeomorphism which carries 
orbits of (b to orbits of q& *. So h-#=#,,,hf. 
Assume that Con(@tii-, 9-) is deep and wide. By the Generic Contact 
Theorem [16], there exist arbitrarily C”-small isotopies of the identity, 
Pt: B2,*a, such that Con@, !P&‘, 9-) is generic. Thus there exists such an 
isotopy, Pt, such that 
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and 
Such a ,8i carries orbits of Q to orbits of p,# and hence preserves the orbit- 
conjugacy class of #. For the sake of brevity, it is assumed that 4 has been, a 
priori, so isotoped. 
(Notice that, in terms of the notation of Section 4, &; takes the place of 
.Yr, @d,? takes the place of 6, and S; takes the place e.) 
Let G: b-\a- + b-\a- be given by G: (r,~, V) tt (r,~, (h-)-l r). Thus 
leaves of j;P- are invariant under G while G carries leaves of 9- to leaves 
of ~5~. By Theorem 3, there exists rl > 0 such that )( Gh- 1 T; Ilo < c&/32. Let 
0 < r, < ri be such that @TL c Try. 
It is now shown that there exists 0 < r3 < rl such that 
cPh;‘@;: G-‘(&,;), (o,)/Zapproximates @d:. By Theorem 3, there 
exists 0 < r; < rz such that for all p, 
(h+)-’ @,;G-‘[d-(E))n T,zJ cd”-,“@‘,+)), 
where w  = w,/2 and ,E = h + @). So if r3 < F; , the first requirement of a u,,/2- 
approximation is satisfied. 
For all p E T$, let n,“(p) = {P(P) - 0~ < lu <dp) + 0, o= OX 
r = r(p)}. Fix p,, and let & = ht. Assume there exists {pi}:, c&‘&J 
such that r; > r(p,) + 0 and 
Since J/ + &,) = @<i G-id-(‘&), a contradiction is sought. 
@ and h + being injective, for all i, 
d + (,ii,,) n h + q(pi) = 4. 
Let nw(pi) = {v = v(p,), r = r(p,)}. S o n,(pi) is a circle having rc,“(pi) as a 
sector. Since for all i, r(pi) < r;, h ;‘d” (j&J f? T; n nw(pi) = 4. Choose r; 
such that T$ c h ’ T$ . So for all i, 
~$@~)nht~Lu(PJ=4. 
But for larger i > I, 
Thus h +np(pi) is contained in the contractible set (T~\d’$(&,)) c b ‘\a +. 
But n,(pi) is not contractible in bt \a’, a contradiction. 
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The core, a- of b- being compact, there exists r3 < rI such that for all ,LJ and 
for allpE Tt, 
Thus @h;l@$G-I(&;), o,/Zapproximates @&c. 
But Gh - carries this foliation to ~2;) each leaf of which has no critical 
points of v. Since wid(-@‘;) > w,,, by Corollary 3 to Theorem 2, 
lIGh-I(, > dep p;;*: > &, 
contrary to the choice of ri > rj. So 4 is not orbit-conjugate to $?.I as 
desired. The proof is similar for the Con(@-“d-, ,S’) case. 
The converse is fase: 
EXAMPLE 6. The following 4 with “slanted trough” has no critical points 
of v (thus is not deep), but is not conjugate to $*,?: By [lo], any 
diffeomorphism @: (b+\a+) + (b-\a-) can be the Poincare map of a flow 
on B, 2. In this example Cp is r-preserving and all leaves of @,d+ are devoid 
of critical points of v. The leaf @J&’ ‘(q,) is such that each circle, C, = 
@&‘+ (&) n 7’,. “v-fluctuates” once by a > 0. This term is precisely defined 
in [S]. Let ps be the local v-maximum on C,. Let vi = v(p,) and 
v2 = lim,,, v( p,). Denote by A = v2 - v, . @ is such that 0 < d < o/4. 
Assume 4 and &? are orbit-conjugate. Let (?r = d-(ht(uo)) f’? T,. By 
Theorem 1 of [ 151, applied to h +, for all E > 0, there exists r0 small enough 
that for all r < rO, (h-)-l cr;= @-lh;‘@;:cr must Wluctuate” by 
a - 24 - 2.5. Apply this same theorem to h - implies that the v-fluctuations 
in (h-)-l C; approach zero as r--t 0. Thus if E < u/4, a contradiction is 
attained; 4 cannot be conjugate to #2,2. 
Remarks. (1) The author has no example of a flow for which 
Con(@&+, .5V) is not wide, but which is not conjugate to &. 
(2) Example 6 suggests a weaker concept of depth, considering instead 
the foliation of 7’, by circles, @zz?+ @) n T,.. If this is to allow a partial 
converse to Theorem 4, the condition 0 < A < a/4 of example 6 must in 
some way be incorporated. The concept of depth used in this note is likeiy 
more easily computed. 
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Extendng “Conjugacies” 
THEOREM 5 (Wilson [18]). qi is orbit-conjugate to q& iff there exist 
homeomorphisms h, and h, such that 
(i) @ = h, @2,2h2, 
and 
(ii) h,, h;‘, h,, h;’ are uniformly continuous in the appropriate 
metrics. 
This is a consequence of the fact that h, and h, must have extensions onto 
the core circles, a+ and b+. Let s@’ be the product foliation of P = (0, l] X 
S’ x S’ = {(r,,u, v)} given by {p = const}, and let 9 = {v = const}. 
Combining Theorems 4 and 5 result in: 
COROLLARY 1. Let @: P--f P be a d@eomorphism for which there exist 
homeomorphisms h,, h,: P--f P such that 
(i) h,@=h21dp, 
and 
(ii) h, and h, have extensions as homeomorphisms onto Cl(P). 
Then Con(@zZ, 28) and Con(@-‘d, 9) are neither deep nor wide. 
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